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Drops of cold sweat continued to seep down from his forehead!

Isn’t that so, the sky is falling down, right?

Why are they alone in Jiangbei, in such a terrifying state?

This is a targeted blow!

All over all networks, the entire dark web is active for it!

Puff!

Just now!

A security officer sat on the ground for an instant, with a ghostly

expression on his face, looking at his computer screen in disbelief.

“What’s going on!”

Zhao Chuan scolded angrily.

But I saw that the security officer, his face pale, and his fingers

tremblingly pointed at the screen in front of him : “Boss, you…look!”

Zhao Chuan suddenly had a bad premonition, and then he walked

quickly to him. Before the computer.

follow closely!

He saw that a scarlet skeleton appeared on the screen!

Immediately afterwards, he collapsed to the ground in an instant,

dripping cold sweat continuously from his forehead, crazily flowing

down!

“Blood…Blood Prison!”

Zhao Chuan’s face was completely pale, his eyes widened, and he

couldn’t believe what he saw before his eyes.

He finally knew who it was, with such a terrifying appeal!

Blood Hell!

The king of the underground world!

Rule the underground world for ten years! .(72wx).

In the entire underground world, establish an immortal dynasty!

Terrible!

But for so many years, Blood Prison has been in a good relationship

with their China, and they have conducted in-depth cooperation more

than once, and they are in a relationship of alliances.

But now, what is going on to hit Jiangbei’s security network!

Damn it! It’s damn it!

Zhao Chuan’s back was wet with cold sweat, and he was going crazy at

this time. Who on earth angered such a behemoth and made them

Jiangbei unlucky!

“Leader, we can’t stop it!”

someone shouted at Zhao Chuan.

And Zhao Chuan’s face was full of bitterness:

“The blood prison shot, how could we…can’t stop it?”

…

and this time!

Lin Fan’s helicopter has arrived in Baiyun City, Jiangbei, and landed in

front of an auction called Jin Fuli Shi!

His eyes have been filled with endless killing intent!

Extremely fierce!

Someone wants to hurt his queen?

Then, you have to pay the price of blood!

boom!

Lin Fan directly stunned the security, and then kicked open the gate of

the Jin Fuli auction.

This action immediately shocked everyone in the auction.

The guests present, all looking towards the door at this moment!

Including Bai Yi!

“Lin Fan, why are you here?”

Bai Yi said in a puzzled way.

Especially when she saw the bloodshot eyes on her face, she was

shocked.

Now Lin Fan looked like he was about to eat people, and the breath on

her body made her feel very uneasy.

She had never seen Lin Fan look like this!

At this time, Lin Fan couldn’t help but frown.

Bai Yi, is it all right?

Lin Fan walked towards Bai Yi:

“Are you okay?”

Bai Yi looked confused:

“What can I do? I’m participating in an auction. Please sit down and

don’t influence others! ”

Lin Fan sat down and said with an ugly expression:

“Someone called me just now and said you were imprisoned, so I

rushed over from Jiangshi.”

Seeing Lin Fan caring about himself so much, Bai Yi suddenly felt

There was a warm feeling in my heart.

Then, he gave Lin Fan a winking look:

“It may be a prank, don’t be so impulsive next time!”

Prank?

Lin Fan didn’t think so, he had a very bad premonition in his heart.

It seems that something is happening!

And bringing him here is just the first step!

And just now!

An unpleasant voice suddenly remembered:

“Everyone, let me introduce to you, this guy who is dressed like a

beggar is the rubbish of our President Bai Yi who eats soft food, Lin

Fan!”

What!

Bai Yi’s face changed suddenly, and then she looked at the speaker.

It turned out to be Xiao Tingjun!
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